
What you absolutely need to know concerning the CRA rule

1. CRA Rules. The order of strength must be respected for each team individually.
A. Total CRA on court # 1> Total CRA on court # 2> Total CRA on court # 3

New on the CRA (sept 2021):

B. Total CRA on court # 1 = Total CRA on court # 2
The player with the strongest CRA of these 4 players must be on the court # 1

C. Total CRA on court # 2 = Total CRA on court # 3
The player with the strongest CRA of these 4 players must be on the court # 2

To start the season:
2. Every player registered in the system with at least one game played after Sep 2016 has

a CRA displayed next to her name in the roster. This CRA was generated by the TRS
system.

3. Every other player (new or returning) has a CRA pending their first match. On that first
match, Tenniscores allocates a CRA depending on the court and the level played.

4. ATTENTION! The CRA of 0.00 showing in the roster means the player has no match in
the system. Every player registered in TFIM has or will have a CRA when she plays.

Initial CRA allocated by Tenniscores per court per level: to remember when entering your new

player (see #3) in the line-up.

Court Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

# 1 5.00 3.75 3.00 2.25

# 2 4.50 3.50 2.75 2.00

# 3 4.00 3.25 2.50 1.75

NB: The Tenniscores Rating System calculates the CRA using a complexe algorithme and uses
both opponents total CRA and the results of the match to modify the partners CRA. These new
modified CRA are to be used for the next match. Tenniscores is in total control of these
calculations. Your statistician only moderates and checks if all is done according to TFIM rules.
The rest is in your hands so please read carefully. TFIM strongly suggests you enter your
line-up prior (after the match the CRA are modified) to the match and save or print to prevent
any possible errors as penalties are given when these rules are not respected.
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1. LOGIN your ADMIN as captain or coach on Tenniscores.

2. Click on Team Leagues then Team Mgmt.

⇨ View / Edit Line UP: appears only when the match

schedule is finalized.

● Upcoming Matches: matches to come

● Past Matches: Matches that are already in the

system

● By clicking on a match date you will be able to make your line up.

Next appears the line-up box (next image).

Total Team CRA Player's CRA
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VERY IMPORTANT: By entering a line up, Tenniscores will notify you immediately if it will be

accepted under the CRA rule.

★ PLEASE NOTE: At the beginning of the season when you have new players, the CRA is missing,

doesn’t add up and may not give you a warning. Warning or not, please calculate manually keeping

the names if your calculations give no violations.

★ Because Tenniscores will assign the CRAs according to the position, PLEASE pay strict attention

on which court each new player will play. (See Initial CRA table on p.1)

• As the captain of your team, you are the only one who sees what you select. When complete, YOU HAVE

TO EITHER SAVE OR PRINT in case your statistician asks for proof you used this function.

○You can SAVE and not send. It remains in the system for your eyes only.

○ Send to the entire team: if you want to inform your team of the line-up, click this button. The team

includes the subs, so if you don’t want them to know please go back to Team Mgmt and click on

Send Message to Players. You will be able to uncheck the subs.

○ Send to the players in the line-up. The players can answer and it will show up here that she will be

there.

○Print Line-up: the CRAs are listed next to each name and can be used as proof in case your

statistician asks.  The “total CRA” per court does not appear on the Print out so make sure there is

no violation before printing.
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The following Team Management functions are highly recommended. It saves time and works in

your favor.

⇨ Helpful Tips: To read…

⇨ Match Availability Request Form: The following

screen appears with your team players. You send an

email to the players on your team to inquire about

their availability. They receive the schedule and

indicate whether or not they are available for each

week. The date of each match appears in columns.

There is a box for entering comments.

Here is an image that the players on your team will

receive by email when you press the button SEND

REQUEST (S).

Each player checks her availability and a comment if

she wishes then clicks SUBMIT when done.

In your TEAM LEAGUES area, when they have

responded, you will see their answers with a:

Green"√": she is available

Red "X": she is not
Yellow “"?”: she doesn't know.

⇨ Clear all submissions: this removes all responses sent by your players. Please cancel or redo the request.
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MORE to know:

The list of all CRAs can be viewed on Tenniscores when logged in as captain by all captains of all

levels.

Your line-up remains secret, only known to your team members until the start of the match when

the captains exchange line-ups.

A player withdraws at the last minute! What to do?

● Above all, don't panic!

● You must redo your alignment if you have a replacement.

● What to do when you don't have access to Tenniscores?

● The captain or her representative must always have her list of CRAs with her. Easy if you have your

cell phone, the CRAs are all displayed in your roster. Add up manually the CRAs that are in the roster

and please notify your statistician that you changed your line-up last minute. She will moderate

accordingly.

● The first CRA rule must be strictly observed. Adding manually gives more possibility of having the

same totals. When the “total CRAs” are equal, please respect the second rule “the player with the

stronger CRA must be on the higher court”.
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